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LETTER FROM
THE EDITOR
I’m Nicolene Elhadad.
I am a wife, a mother of 3 and an
owner of multiple successful
Brick n Mortar businesses.
I love the creativity of
entrepreneurship but more than
that, it is my passion to help
other female business owners
get their businesses online.
I help business owners through
franchising & branding
themselves.
Here I want to share all my tips,
business ideas and life lessons to
help other business owners scale
their businesses, create multiple
income streams while living their
best life.
I have a passion to share how it
is to work while being married to
a foreigner.

I am so proud to share my
dream of featuring successful
female entrepreneurs on the
front cover and inside of my
female entrepreneur
magazine, MY STORY.
I believe each business woman
has a valuable story to share
which thousands of women
from across the world can
learn from.
Starting, running and
managing your own successful
business, with all it’s ups and
downs, is the unicorn of all
stories.
It is my honor to share these
amazing stories with the
world, told by fabulous women
building a bigger and brighter
future.
- NICOLENE ELHADAD
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MEET

DANIELLE GARBER

How did you come up with your business idea?

After working in corporate marketing for 14 years I left to work with my husband
in our boutique financial services firm. Through our marketing efforts, we
started attracting clients on a national and global scale and found ourselves
showing up in searches alongside Industry powerhouses. I wanted to bring that
opportunity to other heart-centered small businesses so that these incredible
businesses could be given a level playing field against the giants that dominate
our worlds.

What were your main goals when you started?

Help small business owners create incredible brands to stand out from the
crowd.
Launch a course to help them go beyond the logo and design to actually getting
in front of their dream clients.

What position was your
first hire when you
starting growing your
business?

I hired a tech-VA early
on. It was a
gamechanger.
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What platform are you
most active on to promote
your business today? And
why?

Instagram for the
community and
storytelling but my focus
is definitely going to be on
Pinterest over the next
few months.

What were some of the first things you did to get your business off the
ground?

I made 2 really big investments straight off the bat.
Firstly, I Hired a coach, which was one of the best things I've ever done.
Even though I know how to brand and market myself I'm a strong believer in
hiring someone who's been on the journey you're going on - I knew it would
save me time, stop me procrastinating and give me a kick up the behind when I
needed. I'd hire her again in a heartbeat.
Secondly, I created my brand really early on and had a professional branding
shoot - I knew that if I was going to be taken seriously I needed to walk the talk
with my brand - it was a big investment but it paid off big time - It was a real
statement of who I am and what I do, I've had clients who come to me purely
because they love my brand.

Which advertising methods do you use to promote your business?

I use Facebook & Instagram - live challenges have been a great way to promote
myself. I'm currently working on my Pinterest, YouTube and Blogging strategy.
Blogging and SEO is my strong suit but it doesn't build trust as quickly as live
video on social does, hence why I started with social. I'm a huge advocate for
content re-purposing so I'll be adapting content I've already created to reuse
everywhere.
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Did you have a big struggle to deal with at some point in your business and
how did you deal with it?

I wasn't expecting that starting a business would bring up so many mindset
issues - I never questioned my worth or ability as an employee.
Confidence was never an issue for me. But starting my own business I found
myself questioning myself so many times, my anxiety was through the roof! having a coach who could remind me that I wasn't some newbie that needed to
prove my worth and keep reminding me of my skills and expertise definitely
helped.
Now when I feel anxiety come up I have 2 mantras - 'this too shall pass' and 'the
only way out is through', it reminds me to just keep swimming!

Do you have a mentor and if so why?

Chanelle Segerius-Bruce is my coach and mentor and my husband is a
successful business owner who built his business from scratch, both have an
incredible amount of wisdom.
Plus it's always great to have a cheerleader or two.
I'm a voracious reader so if there's a business, marketing or mindset book I'll be
reading it - there's no shortage of mentors out there, even if you don't have the
budget for a coach.

Please share any great
tips for hiring good staff
members.

Be really clear on your
values and mission.
Hire for fit as well as
skills.
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What do you enjoy most about your business?

Watching a client light up through the process of working together and get
excited about their business again is the best! When you give someone clarity,
a vision and a plan, it's electric.

Who is your soundboard for when you need to plan, think, share or more?

I have three people, My coach, my husband and my business bestie. I also have
an incredible network of other female entrepreneurs who are incredible to
bounce ideas off of.

What is your favourite podcast
to listen to, if you have one?

I'm really enjoying The Life
Coach School at the moment.
I also love Brendon Burchard's
podcast.

Do you have a morning or evening routine? Please share.

I do yoga 3 mornings a week then it's dog walk time, breakfast, tea and
to my desk. I'm a reiki master so I'll do a reiki self-heal session before bed to
keep my energy in check.

If you enjoy coffee or tea, what is your favourite drink order to have when you
visit a coffee shop?

I tend to avoid coffee shops because I'm a tea drinker and their tea is always
terrible!

Please share one of your favourite books you have ever read.

High performance habits - Brendon Burchard, The Moral molecule - Paul J Zak,
Storybrand - Donald Miller, Winnie the Pooh - A.A. Milne
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How long have you been in business?

1 year.

What do you do for relaxation?

Yoga, Reiki and long baths

Name one place in the world you would like to visit.

Nicaragua

How do you stay motivated and grounded?

Yoga keeps me sane, my drive for creativity keeps me motivated....

If you could start all over again what would be one thing you would do
differently?

Pay someone else to set my website up and get a VA to repurpose my content as
I created it.

What is one key piece of advice that you could share with new starting
entrepreneurs?

Don't try and do it all yourself. Find yourself a business community and outsource
as soon as you can, you'll go further, faster.

Get in touch with Danielle

info@bemoreyouonline.com

https://www.instagram.com/daniellegarber.online/

https://bemoreyouonline.com/
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If you have
the courage
to start,
have the
courage to
succeed.
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Get To Know

JEN MILLS

How would you describe your business
to someone else?
I design custom brand identities, logos, and
visuals for marketing/pr professionals who

What do you enjoy most
about your business?

have left the corporate world and are on their

At the end of the day - I

journey as entrepreneurs. More than just a

love making things look

graphic designer, my goal with each client is

pretty, but it's really all

to develop complete strategies that deliver

about the incredible

results, tapping into their brand's hidden

relationships I've formed

potential so they can start living their best life.

with clients and colleagues.

How long have you been in business?
7 years.
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How did you come up with your business idea & what was your goals
when you started?
My career in marketing as a corporate graphic designer spanned over 15 years,
working as a lead designer at ad agencies and as art director for one of the
largest music companies in the world. But I wanted more. While climbing the
ladder in a "cool industry" sounded like a dream, it took its toll.
Creating visual campaigns for large corporations increasingly felt morally
unsatisfying and creatively stifling. So, in 2013 I left the corporate world behind
to become an entrepreneur and pursue my passion – to create complete visual
strategies for the independent music industry and other small businesses.
Building my own brand was an unexpected hurdle. I was a marketing
professional and a damn good designer. But in creating my own brand, I proved
to be my own worst client.
So I took the time to go back to the basics, dug in deep, did the soul searching
and emerged where I am today – as the expert in brand coaching and graphic
design for entrepreneurs. Now, I'm helping my fellow marketing and pr pros do
the same – developing and unleashing their brand as they say "goodbye" to their
9-5 and step out on their own journey to create a fulfilling life they love and
deserve.
My number one goal when I started was to get new business! I had a few clients
who teamed up with me right away, but keeping an eye out for fresh prospects
became a huge priority.

What were some of the first things you did to get your business off
the ground?
Creating my company name, brand identity, and designing the look of my
company was the first place I started. I had designed logos for many companies
through the years, but somehow when it came to my own business it felt
impossible!
There were too many options, too many possibilities and I felt overwhelmed. I
realized I needed to go back to the basics of marketing and psychology, which is
where I found myself.
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Which advertising methods & platforms
do you use to promote your business?
And Why?
Word of mouth has always been my strongest
promoter, but oftentimes it leads to clients
who are not my ideal audience. I have learned
to harness the power of social media to take
my business to the next level - specifically
Instagram and Facebook.
This allows me to be specific in my offers and
reach out to my exact target. I've not had to
use paid ads - the power of these platforms for
me is in forming real relationships and
providing my expertise and services that I know
they are already looking for.

How does your day-to-day life
look in your industry?
I'm lucky that my profession allows
me to be a digital nomad.
We left the U.S. for Portugal in 2019
haven't looked back.

What position was your first
hire when you started growing
your business? And do you
have any tips for hiring good
staff?
Along with hiring an accountant, I

My daily schedule changes

made it a point to team up with

depending on project deadlines -

other designers and web developers.

there are some clients who have

That way I can always ensure that my

rigid turnaround times and sticking

clients are satisfied with the end

to those has taught me to budget

result.

my time wisely and
outsource/delegate when

I learned that a "good fit" is more

necessary.

important to me than "raw talent."
Skills can be learned, and even talent

Flexibility and the ability to pivot

can be nurtured over time, but a

quickly is the key to staying sane in

good team player is impossible to

the design field.

teach and essential when hiring.
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What was your biggest
struggle you had to face to
build your own business?
I first launched my business right
before I became pregnant
with my son. During my pregnancy,
I felt inspired and motivated to build
and grow my company and I had no
idea of the additional hurdles that
new motherhood would present.
Once my son was born, I had to
completely re-evaluate my priorities
and overhaul my business plan.
That included stepping away from
the original company I had formed
with my business partner.
It was a tough decision at the time,
but looking back it was the best
thing for both my family and for my
business as a whole.

Do you have a mentor and if so, who & why?
Yes! I have two strong women who I consider mentors.
One is my first boss when I worked for an ad agency. Another is a college
advertising professor. Both of them understand the struggles that go along with
being a business owner. The ability to turn to someone who has been there
before is invaluable.

Who is your soundboard for when you need to plan, think,
share or more?
My husband is a great soundboard - his methodical, logical brain is the
compliment to my creative, spontaneous brain and we are a great team when it
comes to thinking through big picture ideas.
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What is your favourite podcast
and/or book, and why?
Podcast: The Kelly Dawn Show - Kelly
Dawn is an Intuitive Business Coach
helping spiritual entrepreneurs step into
their next level of income and impact. Her
tips for mixing spirituality with business
savvy offer lots of refreshing ideas on how
to manifest your desires.
Book: The Alchemist by Paulo Coelho - A
magical journey that offered me plenty of
life lessons without being preachy or
boring. It's an easy read that left a lasting
impression on me and gave me that extra
boost to follow my heart.

What do you do to treat yourself or
to relax?
I love going for walks around the city Lisbon is incredibly beautiful and full of
unexpected treasures. I often find daily
gratitude in my walks for all the little
things in life.

What advice could you share to stay motivated and grounded?
The best inspiration and motivation for me is to step away from my paid
work on a regular basis. I have a personal project on the side - our family
travel vlog "Earth to Family" documenting our journey as we left the U.S. and
came to Portugal. It's been very freeing to have no constraints and create
something simply for the joy of creating, rather than making a profit. When I
return to my paid projects, I always feel more refreshed and focused.
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Name one thing that is on your bucket
list.
My dad is from Taiwan and I have always
wanted to visit the place where he grew up.

What is one key piece of advice that you could share with new
starting entrepreneurs?
Worry less. Have confidence in yourself and your ability to follow your dreams.
Don't overthink things! So many times I have been my biggest competition.
At a certain point, realize that the only one holding yourself back is you... and
then give yourself permission to go for it.

Contact Jen
jen@jenmillsdesign.com

https://www.instagram.com/jenmillsdesign/

https://www.facebook.com/jenmillsdesign

https://www.jenmillsdesign.com/
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TALK BUSINESS
WITH NICOLENE

Let's talk about your ideal client.
Last week we talked all about your ideal client, and how to focus them or niche in
on them. A lot of people react very hesitant towards zoning in on a group, rather
than focusing on EVERYBODY. This week I would love to share a bit more about
it for those who feel a little bit scared about niching.
An easy way to see why it is needed to have a target market, is to set yourself some
goals. Ask yourself, where would you like to be in six months? One year? Five
years? Ten years?
If you struggle to create realistic and reachable goals use the S.M.A.R.T-plan
Your goals should be:
S - specific
M- measurable
A-attainable
R-relevant
T-time-based.
After you have set your goals, you will see that if you are chasing the ENTIRE
market your goals are suddenly very unrealistic. Your 1-year plan will take you 5
years and your 5 year plan will take 10-years. PICK A TARGET GROUP, and
defining your goals is necessary to crafting a message that helps you reach them.
You can use these goals to convey a message and attract that target group of yours!
Also, when you have a group niched it is so much easier to tend to them and
satisfy their needs.
Be sure to keep clients, and friends updated about what you are doing. Word of
mouth is a powerful marketing tool, and what the people in your network say
about you will ultimately have an effect on your brand.
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GETTING TO KNOW

JOANNE LY
THE FOUNDER OF MINIMA BASICS

How would you describe your business to someone
else?
Minima Basics is an acrylic desk organizers company that sells home office
organization to women entrepreneurs who feels overwhelmed while
working from home.

How did you come up with your business idea & what
was your goals when you started?
I decided to start my own business because I was really intrigued by the online
shop world and also I had a lot of problems with working from home and figuring
out what I want to create and keeping things tidy, so I decided that it would be
something that other female entrepreneurs would feel too. I felt that I was always
unmotivated and uninspired by the unorganized workspace I was in.
- 16 My Story
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Which advertising
methods & platforms do
you use to promote your
business? And Why?

What were some of the
first things you did to get
your business off the
ground?

Instagram, email marketing because

I decided to educate myself on how to

this is where my audience is.

create my own business and hired a

I also wanted to create a place to

business coach. I had a lot of limiting

connect with my followers.

beliefs and did not know how to start

What was your biggest
struggle you had to face
to build your own
business?

one, although I had the experience of
working at start-ups for e-commerce.

It was hard, and still is, I had to
constantly think of new strategies for
my business. It is a lot of trial
and errors.
- 17 My Story
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What do you enjoy
most about your
business?
It was to build it, choosing the right
products and launching it.

How does your day-today life look in your
industry?
Daily, it is different, I have different
tasks I need to get off my shoulder,
but it is all about planning.

Do you have a mentor
and if so, who & why?
No, I do not.

What is your favourite
podcast and/or book,
and why?
I love to listen to Vanessa Lau's
podcast.

What do you do to treat yourself or to relax?
I just stay in bed and do things to relax like watching dramas, YouTube videos.
And I will often do self-care like skincare and others.
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What advice could you share to stay motivated and
grounded?
It is all about your mindset. Set yourself in the right position to be motivated.
Start by giving yourself space to think and be motivated which is your workspace
area.

Get in touch with
Joanne
info@minimabasics.ca
https://www.instagram.com/
minimabasics/
https://www.facebook.com/
minimabasics
https://minimabasics.ca/

Name one thing that is on
your bucket list.
Want to create a second business.

What is one key piece of
advice that you could
share with new starting
entrepreneurs?
To start and keep going. There is no
success if you never begin.
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CONNECT WITH THESE
BOSS BABES
Anandie Klaasen
Anandie is the Founder of the Power of Fearless Living.
If you want to learn how to change your mindset so you can level
up your career, start a new business, or grow an existing one, she is the
woman to help you step into your potential and achieve success!
With her proven techniques and strategies, called Creating Activation
Energy; She is able to help you work on your mindset, implement
business strategies and build your dream life.
She has a few different options, and she is open to building out the plan
that works best for you!
“Once you become fearless, life becomes limitless.”

Connect with Anandie: anandie@thepoweroffearlessliving.com

Lee Levy
Lee Levy is a Los Angeles based creative director and founder of
Nex Graphics, with a proven track record of helping companies build a
strong presence across the World Wide web. Bringing 25 years of
industry experience, she provides graphic design and web solutions
identity with a refined aesthetic.
Nex Graphics offers their clients a personalized approach to all their
graphics and web design – something you won’t find in the larger graphic
and web design firms. They have over fifteen years of one on one and
dedicated service and has been helping their clients by creating websites
that are specifically built for their personal business needs.

Connect with Lee: lee@nexgraphics.com

Melissa Fino
Melissa Fino is the Founder of Love Your Life Community, Best
Selling Author of Little Miss Perfect, and Business Coach who helps
female entrepreneurs break free from perfectionism.
Melissa is a high school dropout who went on to receive her Masters in
Social Work from the University of Southern California, but in order to do
so she had to embrace imperfection, and begin the process of loving
herself as she was. In the Messy, Her Imperfect Action Mentorship
empowers you with tools to shift your mindset, build your epic brand,
attract your dream clients and stop spinning your wheels. In just three
months you’ll increase your productivity, double, triple your income .

Connect with Melissa: melissa@loveyourlifecommunity.com
My Story
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Hi, I'm Nicolene Elhadad. A multiple
business owner and franchise &
branding coach.
My One-on-one service is designed to
help you get out of your current rut
and level up your business with
franchising or branding. I want to
help you set new goals, design new
action plans and take drastic steps to
move and scale to dimension.
It is my mission to help you succeed.
Your success is my success story.
With 13 years of experience I have
found my niche.
I would love to help you re-brand and
scale, or even help you franchise your
business, while attracting the best
potential investors to your brand!
If you are looking for someone who
has experienced it all & who
understands your concerns and
worries, connect with you and help
you brainstorm and ignite a new
income stream into your business?
HERE I AM!

WORK WITH
OUR FOUNDER
Follow us to ensure you never
miss out on an interview!
http://www.theelhadadco.com/
https://www.facebook.com/theelhadadco/
https://www.instagram.com/theelhadadco
mpany/
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Sometimes in life, we just need
someone to support us, push us
forward each day and keep us
motivated.
I make it my goal to see you succeed
and I share with you all my advice,
business tips and life lessons to help
you start living your best life now.
Let's get connected!
Nicolene.
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CONNECT WITH ME
TO FRANCHISE
& SCALE
YOUR BUSINESS
THROUGH BRANDING

MY

My Story
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